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OFFBEAT: GOP gives up in health care debate

By TOM JACKSON | Monday, September 14, 2009 2:44 AM EDT

SANDUSKY

If Barack Obama succeeds in getting Congress to pass a health reform package, there's one group that will
deserve most of the credit, and the blame, for the program's good and bad consequences.

I'm talking, of course, about the Republican Party.

No one doubts that health care needs to be reformed. Health insurance costs continue to gobble up everyone's
paycheck. Millions of Americans have no health insurance, live in fear of losing it, or face bankruptcy in the
event of a serious health crisis.
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For more opinions, yours and ours, click HERE

Lately there's been a rash of free-market alternatives to ObamaCare, many of them featured on the editorial page
of the Wall Street Journal.

I have nothing against these ideas. I'm intrigued, for example, by the proposal to expand health savings accounts
to more Americans.

But I'd like to ask: Where were all of these free-market health care ideas when Republicans had a chance to pass
them into law?

For years, the Republican Party's control of the federal government in Washington, D.C., was about as absolute
as it gets in our form of government. The GOP controlled both houses of Congress. It occupied the White House,
and controlled the Supreme Court. Republicans could have fixed health care once and for all, if they wanted to.

I don't want to sound cynical, but the history of the Republican Party is that it only produces health reform plans
when it had a political need to say, "Look, we have a plan, too!"

When Bill Clinton tried to pass health reform early in his first term, shortly after being elected in 1992,
Republicans had alternative proposals. One plan, for example, offered by the Heritage Foundation, would have
mandated that every American buy health insurance, and given every American access to the same choice of
health plans enjoyed by federal employees. It seemed like a serious plan.

But when Clinton's proposal faded, Republicans forgot that they had their own plan. They didn't dust it off,
either, when they took control of all three branches of government.

I suspect it's just not an issue that excites Republicans, the way that national security does, or high taxes.

There are, of course, conservative and libertarians who are interested in health care and eager to discuss it. But
by and large, the issue seems to elicit yawns among the rank and file, until Obama starts talking about doing
something.

I've started reading a book that discusses free market approaches to health reform. It's called "Healthy
Competition," and it's by Michael F. Cannon and Michael D. Tanner. Published by the Cato Institute, a
Washington think tank, it's one of the few books in the field that doesn't advocate massive expansion of
government as the way to solve all health care problems.

So with the health care debate raging across the country, it must be flying off the shelves, right?

Not exactly. The online catalog for Sandusky Library says that there's only two copies in the entire CLEVNET
system, a consortium of libraries across northern Ohio that includes Cleveland. As I write this, one copy has been
checked out -- by me -- and the other is still sitting on the shelf, waiting to be discovered by anyone seeking an
alternative to Democratic Party health care proposals.

In the meantime, I'm still waiting for my library copy of "The Healing of America" by T.R. Reid, a new book
which examines government-run health care systems around the world as models that America can copy. The
book captures the debate among Democrats: Should we imitate Canada, or Great Britain, or Germany? There are
34 copies in CLEVNET, all of them checked out.

Health care is not an issue that excites Republicans. But by choosing to do nothing, Republicans have ensured
that Democrats will impose their own solution.
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Samantha Adams wrote on Sep 14, 2009 8:36 AM:

" The Republicans didn't block health care reform because Democrats wanted it. True conservatives blocked
health care reform because everything proposed involved massive government involvement, something both
unconstitutional and virtually guaranteed to get $crewed up.

Republicans could have—and should have—engaged in real reform, which would have included tort reform,
partial de-regulation of insurance so as to allow competition across state lines, and other regulatory reforms
such as those that would make the new drug approval process quicker and less expensive. Want to save
more billions? Do what the Constitution demands of the federal government and send the illegals home. On
top of those things, the elimination of fraud (which is obviously also something to strive for) is just icing on
the cake.

I'll blame the Republicans for failing to see to the latter, but the Dems aren't interested in real reform, either.
They're interested in a government that's so large it will bankrupt the country sooner than any healthcare
expenses ever could.

Just for the record, the way healthcare is currently managed, with all of its over the top emergency room
expenses and the like, is still only about 66% of what Obama wants to spend. It's far less expensive to do
nothing than to do something that's wrong. "

Report Abuse

SamIAm wrote on Sep 14, 2009 8:10 AM:

" I agree, 6079. Why isn't the gov't eliminating all that fraud any way? It's another smoke screen; if they can't
eliminate it now, how are they going to eliminate it if this health care plan passes? If anything, there will be
more fraud, since the system will be greatly expanded. "

Report Abuse

6079 Smith W wrote on Sep 14, 2009 7:05 AM:

" Quoted from the piece:

'But I'd like to ask: Where were all of these free-market health care ideas when Republicans had a chance to
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pass them into law?'

Simple answer: The Dems blocked the Repubs efforts.

For example: How many Dems supported the creation of Health Savings Accounts?

Question two: How soon will the Dems kill this free-market idea?

The Dems now have an overwhelming Congressional majority and they don't need the Repubs support.

The Federal Govt. is currently the largest health care purchaser in the U.S. Why can’t it help reduce the
rising costs?

Medicare and Medicaid lose in excess of $60 billion through fraud and waste annually.

Obama says that a public health insurance option can be paid for with the elimination of fraud and waste in
the private sector. How about eliminating the govt’s own $60 billion fraud and waste problem first? "

Report Abuse
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